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Abstract In this paper, we present a combined
morphological and optical characterization of alu-
minum-coated thermoplastic polymer surfaces. Flat
plastic substrates, obtained by means of an injection
molding process starting from plastic granules, were
coated with ultra-thin aluminum films evaporated in
vacuo, on top of which a silicon-based protective layer
was plasma deposited in order to prevent oxidation of
the metal reflective surface. Different sample treat-
ments were studied to unravel the influence of
substrate chemistry, substrate thickness, aluminum
and protective layer thickness, and surface roughness
on the actual optical reflectance properties. Bidirec-
tional reflectance distribution function measurements,
corroborated by surface morphological information
obtained by means of atomic force microscopy, corre-
late reflectance characteristics with the root-mean-

square surface roughness, providing evidence for the
role of the substrate and the thin films’ morphology.
The results unravel information of interest within
many applicative fields involving metal coating pro-
cesses of plastic substrates as an example in the case of
automotive lighting.

Keywords BRDF, Aluminum coating, Thin film,
AFM, Surface roughness

Introduction

The deposition of metallic layers on different sub-
strates has gained increasing attention in a large variety
of industrial fields, such as electronics,1 biotechnology,2

and chemistry,3 to mention a few examples. Metalliza-
tion processes are extensively used because they
enable tailoring of crucial properties such as electric
conductivity,4 adhesion,5 corrosion resistance,6 and
thermal and optical characteristics.7,8 The automotive
industry exploits metallization processes within the
framework of several applicative fields, covering a
large number of components and functions.9,10 In this
paper, we examine the optical properties of metallized
plastic reflector components of automotive rear lamps,
which are used in combination with a light source to
obtain the desired light intensity and intensity distri-
bution. The purpose of the metallization process
applied to automotive rear lamps is dual: on one side,
it must provide the photometry imposed by the market
regulation (functional value) while, on the other side, it
represents a style feature (aesthetical value). A dedi-
cated set of samples, which serve as prototype reflector
materials in automotive rear lamps, was prepared by
applying a variety of metallization treatments on
different plastic substrates. Optical properties, such as
total reflectance, specular reflectance, and scattering
behavior, were examined at each step of the reflector
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coating process by exploiting different characterization
techniques. Theoretical reflectance scattering models
were sought to fit and parameterize the experimental
data, with the future aim of implementing the studied
reflector materials in a ray-tracing simulation environ-
ment as a tool for developers in the lighting design
process. Finally, we verified the possibility of extracting
information about the surface roughness directly from
the optical measurements, yielding results in line with
parallel, direct roughness measurements performed by
means of atomic force microscopy (AFM).

Materials and methods

Sample preparation

The substrates used in this study consist of black
polymeric plates obtained via injection molding from
plastic granules of either polycarbonate (PC) or acry-
lonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS). Aluminum (Al) was
deposited by means of thermal physical vapor deposi-
tion (PVD) in vacuo (10�4 mbar) onto the substrates
kept at room temperature.11–14 To prevent oxidation
and damage of the reflectors under standard working
conditions induced by environmental factors, hexam-
ethyldisiloxane (HMDSO) silicon-based protective
layer was plasma deposited over the reflective Al film,
yielding a hetero-stacked material. In the end, a set
consisting of 40 different samples was prepared with
the aforementioned approach to investigate the role of
several parameters, including the substrate material
(PC or ABS), its thickness (1.5 or 3 mm), and the
thickness of the Al film and of the protective layer. (A
schematic representation of the sample heterostacks is
shown in Fig. 1a.)

Optical characterization

The bidirectional reflectance distribution function
(BRDF) was measured to evaluate the optical reflec-
tion properties of each sample. Theoretically, the
BRDF describes the spectral reflectance properties of
a material at any angle of illumination or viewing. The
introduction of the concept and notation of the BRDF
is accredited to Nicodemus et al.15 Along a selected
viewing direction, the BRDF is defined in radiometric
terms as the surface radiance of a sample due to the
scattering of the incident radiation from a defined
direction of irradiation:

qe;k hi;ui; hs;us; kð Þ ¼ dLe;k;s hi;ui; hs;us; kð Þ
dEe;k;i hi;ui; kð Þ sr�1

� �
;

qe;k being the spectral BRDF, hi;uið Þ the polar and
azimuthal angles of the impinging light beam, hs;usð Þ
the polar and azimuthal angles of the scattered light,
dLe;k;s the differential spectral radiance, and dEe;k;i the

differential spectral irradiance from an infinitesimal
solid angle. The angular coordinates refer to the
surface normal. A home-built full three-dimensional
BRDF instrument (see Fig. 1) was used to measure the
BRDF of the different samples. The light source in the
illumination section (Fig. 1b) consists of a xenon arc
lamp mounted in a lamp housing, in front of which a
diaphragm is positioned; an image of the diaphragm
aperture is formed at the detector plane by use of a
collimating mirror. The detection section (Fig. 1c)
includes a collector lens, imaging the sample area onto
an aperture of an integrating cavity, which in turn is
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Fig. 1: (a) Schematic representation of the sample
compositions and BRDF measurement setup showing (b)
the illumination section and (c) the detection section
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coupled to a spectrometer with interchangeable grat-
ings, by use of a high-grade fused silica fiber bundle.
The detector head is mounted on a bench, which can
be rotated by aid of two motorized rotation stages,
enabling alignment at any viewing angle with respect to
the sample. The sample holder allows manual posi-
tioning and alignment of the specimen by adjusting two
rotation stages and one translation stage. For a more
detailed description of the instrument, we refer to
Leloup et al.16

All BRDF measurements were performed at an
incident angle of 45�. In particular, the 45�, 0�: 45�, 180�
geometry was used for the wavelength dependence
measurements, while the 45�, 0�: x, 180� geome-
try—with x in the interval [20�, 70�]—was adopted
for the angular dependence investigations.17 The inte-
gration time was optimized for each viewing angle. All
measurements were dark current corrected.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

AFM is a surface scanning probe technique, yielding
morphological and chemical information at surfaces
with atomic-scale lateral resolution.18 Here, an AFM
Solver Pro-M (NT-MDT, Russia) was used to charac-
terize the films in terms of thickness and surface
roughness. The AFM was equipped with a NSG01
tetrahedral Si tip with nominal resonance frequency in
the 87–230 kHz range. By opportunely choosing
among the possible instrument working modes (con-
tact, noncontact, and tapping), the microscope was
operated in tapping mode and all measurements were
carried out in air at room temperature. The tapping
mode was preferred over other contact and noncontact
approaches since it allows better lateral resolution,
while still preserving the surface from damage.

Results and discussion

AFM characterization

In order to measure the thickness of the Al and
HMDSO coatings, a photoresist mask (S1818 G2 from
‘‘Rohm and Haas’’, Denmark) was pre-deposited on
the substrate via photolithography before the evapo-
ration of the respective coatings. After spin coating and
hot plating, a mask with a precise geometric pattern
was used to generate a sharp step between the bare
substrate and the area covered with the photoresist
mask (UV radiation: 250 nm; developer bath: MF319
from ‘‘Rohm and Haas’’, UK). The samples were then
metallized and, after removing the photoresist with a
lift off process in acetone, a sharp step between the
metallized and nonmetallized (previously protected)
regions was obtained (example shown in Fig. 2). The
film and coatings thickness was then obtained by
measuring the step height.19

Four different Al deposition recipes were tested,
resulting in different Al-layer thickness values of
(68 ± 3) nm, (81 ± 3) nm, (115 ± 7) nm, and
(166 ± 3) nm, respectively. The uncertainties represent
the statistical error originating from multiple measure-
ments performed along the step edge. Two HMDSO
evaporation recipes were also tested, yielding (35 ± 4)-
nm and (61 ± 1)-nm-thick protective layers. From the
AFM images, the surface roughness is calculated as the
root-mean-square (rms) (r)

r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

n

Xn

i¼1

y2i

s

where yi is the difference between every local height
with respect to the average height of the region taken
into account (Fig. 3).

Both the actual roughness values and the associated
uncertainties were obtained statistically, i.e., by col-
lecting and averaging local information from several
regions on each sample (sampling window kept at a
constant size of 20 9 20 lm2). In particular, the central
part (150 9 150 pixels) of each full-size image
(256 9 256 pixels) was taken into account, excluding
the external frame to avoid border and drift effects.
The central region was divided into nine subregions
(50 9 50 pixels, around 4 9 4 lm2 each); mean values
and standard deviations have been obtained perform-
ing the analysis on these nine subregions (results are
reported in Table 1). The rms surface roughness value
for PC-based samples was found to be on the order of
5 nm, whereas ABS-supported films exhibited a higher
surface roughness (20–30 nm). Taken together, these
data show a predominant influence of the substrate on
the rms surface roughness, rather than of the coating
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Fig. 2: Selected AFM image acquired over the step. The
height difference between the bare surface (left) and the
metal film (right) provides a measurement of the Al layer
thickness. The topographic quantitative height profile of
the image is color-coded (scale on the right)
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thickness. A detailed discussion is presented in the
‘‘Results and discussion’’ section, where a comparison
with the rms surface roughness values obtained from
the BRDF measurements is considered.

Role of the substrate

Since the rms surface roughness seemed to be primar-
ily determined by the type of substrate (PC vs. ABS), a
first issue that was investigated was the role of the

substrate on surface reflectance. The spectral BRDF of
coated PC and ABS samples of 1.5 and 3-mm-thick-
ness was therefore measured (Fig. 4). In the selected
case shown in the figure, the thickness of the Al and
protective coatings was the same for all samples, i.e.,
(115 ± 7) nm and (35 ± 4) nm, respectively (AFM
data). This specific configuration was selected because
it best represents what is implemented at the applica-
tive industrial level.

The spectral BRDF, measured in the 45�, 0�: 45�,
180� geometry, is shown in Fig. 4a. Major differences
in the scattering properties of the two sample types can
be noticed readily at a first glance. The trend is very
different for the two types of substrates: for PC, the
spectral BRDF slightly increases with wavelength
(10%) for both the 1.5 mm (3874 and 4209 sr�1) and
the 3 mm (4348 and 4740 sr�1) thick substrates, while
for ABS, this wavelength-dependence is more pro-
nounced (35%) for the two thickness values (1.5 mm:
2372 and 3503 sr�1; 3 mm: 2669 and 3918 sr�1). The
angular distribution of the BRDF, measured in the 45�,
0�: x, 180� geometry with x in the interval [20�, 70�] at a
wavelength of 555 nm, is depicted in Fig. 4b (angles
refer to the sample surface normal). PC samples show a
narrower specular distribution than ABS samples,
corresponding to a greater capacity of PC to act as a
mirror-like material. For both sample types, the BRDF
increases with substrate thickness. Indeed, for the ABS
samples, the specular BRDF peak at 555 nm for the
3 mm specimen is significantly higher than the value of
the 1.5 mm specimen (approximately 9% difference,
3590 sr�1 vs. 3307 sr�1, respectively), while for the PC
specimens the relative difference is even larger (13%,
4703 sr�1 vs. 4112 sr�1). This trend was found for all
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Fig. 3: Selected AFM image of an Al-coated 3 mm ABS
substrate. The figure is representative of the samples
studied by means of AFM, putting in evidence the
characteristic the surface inhomogeneity

Table 1: Surface roughness values extracted from BRDF, AFM, and total reflectance measurements. The surface
roughness is primarily determined by the substrate type

Substrate Substrate thickness
(mm)

Al thickness
(nm)

Protector thickness
(nm)

BRDF rms
(nm)

AFM rms
(nm)

Total reflectance rms
(nm)

ABS 1.5 ± 0.1 115 ± 7 35 ± 4 20 ± 3 21 ± 4 14 ± 1
ABS 3.0 ± 0.1 68 ± 3 35 ± 4 19 ± 3 26 ± 4 17 ± 2
ABS 3.0 ± 0.1 81 ± 3 35 ± 4 19 ± 3 22 ± 3 16 ± 2
ABS 3.0 ± 0.1 115 ± 7 35 ± 4 20 ± 3 30 ± 5 15 ± 2
ABS 3.0 ± 0.1 115 ± 7 0 24 ± 3 20 ± 2 17 ± 2
ABS 3.0 ± 0.1 115 ± 3 61 ± 1 22 ± 3 21 ± 2 17 ± 2
ABS 3.0 ± 0.1 166 ± 3 35 ± 4 20 ± 3 23 ± 3 17 ± 2
PC 1.5 ± 0.1 115 ± 7 35 ± 4 5 ± 1 6 ± 1 4 ± 1
PC 3.0 ± 0.1 68 ± 3 35 ± 4 5 ± 1 5 ± 1 4 ± 1
PC 3.0 ± 0.1 81 ± 3 35 ± 4 7 ± 1 8 ± 2 5 ± 1
PC 3.0 ± 0.1 115 ± 7 35 ± 4 6 ± 1 7 ± 2 4 ± 1
PC 3.0 ± 0.1 115 ± 7 0 5 ± 1 6 ± 1 4 ± 1
PC 3.0 ± 0.1 115 ± 7 61 ± 1 5 ± 1 6 ± 1 5 ± 1
PC 3.0 ± 0.1 166 ± 3 35 ± 4 4 ± 1 13 ± 2 3 ± 1
ABS 1.5 ± 0.1 0 0 12 ± 1 14 ± 3 20 ± 2
ABS 3.0 ± 0.1 0 0 14 ± 2 19 ± 4 21 ± 2
PC 1.5 ± 0.1 0 0 2 ± 1 3 ± 1 9 ± 1
PC 3.0 ± 0.1 0 0 2 ± 1 4 ± 1 9 ± 1
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samples characterized in the study, verifying the
reasonable conclusion that rougher surfaces exhibit a
much more diffuse behavior with respect to smoother
samples. Profilometry measurements revealed that the
1.5 mm substrate displays long-range surface height
deformations of about 12 lm in a 20 mm range, while
for the 3 mm substrate the recorded value is an order
of magnitude lower (Fig. 5). This finding confirms the
BRDF data, indicating that thinner substrates undergo
deformation at the injection molding production stage,
thus before the coating process.

Role of the Al film

As specified in the ‘‘Methods and materials’’ section,
both PC and ABS substrates (1.5- and 3-mm thickness)
were coated with an Al layer of thickness between 70

and 170 nm, depending on the evaporation recipe. A
(35 ± 4) nm HMDSO protective layer was post-
deposited. The BRDFs of the 3 mm PC samples with
an Al coating thickness of (68 ± 3) nm, (81 ± 3) nm,
(115 ± 7) nm, and (166 ± 3) nm, respectively, are
shown in Fig. 6. The BRDF data of a 3-mm-thick bare
PC sample is also shown for direct comparison (cyan
full line). As expected, the addition of the Al layer
increases the BRDF value by about one order of
magnitude, both in the specular and off-specular
directions. Interestingly, the Al-layer film thickness
does not seem to affect the BRDF peak value, apart
from the case of the thickest film (166 nm), which
yields a significantly lower BRDF intensity.

As for the spectral dependence of the BRDF,
measured in the 45�, 0�: 45�, 180� geometry (Fig. 6a),
it is observed that the overall shape of the function is
similar for all Al films, showing increasing reflectance
with wavelength. Clear differences are observed for
what concerns the angular dependence of the BRDF
(Fig. 6b), indicating best specular and off-specular
reflectance for an Al layer thickness between 81 and
115 nm. The total reflectance of the samples was
measured by means of a HunterLab Ultrascan PRO
spectrophotometer (8�: d geometry). In particular, we
found that the total reflectance (specular included)
amounts to (82 ± 2) % for Al thickness in the range of
68–115 nm, slightly decreasing to (79 ± 1) % for the
166 nm Al film, in contrast with only (5 ± 1) % for the
bare PC substrate. Near similar conclusions are drawn
from the results obtained for the thinner (1.5 mm) PC
substrate, apart from the effects ascribed to the
substrate deformation, as discussed above. Upon
changing material (from PC to ABS), the Al-covered
3-mm-thick ABS samples again yield an almost one
order of magnitude higher BRDF than the bare ABS
surface (Figs. 7a and 7b). Regarding the spectral
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distribution (Fig. 7a), the ABS sample with an 81-nm-
thick Al film yields the highest signal, while the lowest
BRDF is observed for the thickest coating (166 nm
Al), in analogy with the PC case. The spectral trend is
also similar, yielding progressively increasing BRDF
values for increasing wavelength. Concerning the
BRDF angular dependence (Fig. 7b), similar to the
PC case, the highest BRDF can be obtained with a
coating thickness ranging between 81 and 115 nm. The
total reflectance ranges from (70 ± 1) % to (69 ± 1) %
for the samples characterized by 68, 81, and 115 nm Al
layer, respectively, while it drops to (66 ± 1) % for the
166 nm Al sample. For the bare ABS substrate, the
total reflectance is (5 ± 1) %.

Therefore, it is found that for both ABS and PC
substrates, the Al coating thickness yielding best
spectral and spatial (both in the specular and off-

specular directions) properties ranges between 81 and
115 nm, corresponding to best integrated reflectance.

Role of the protective layer

As mentioned above, the HMDSO protective layer is
plasma deposited over the Al film in order to prevent
both oxidation and mechanical damage. The influence
of this necessary protection on the surface scattering
properties was analyzed for six different types of
samples. Different HMDSO evaporation recipes were
adopted, yielding HMDSO films of (35 ± 4) and
(61 ± 1) nm as quantified by means of AFM, respec-
tively, on top of both PC and ABS substrates covered
by a (115 ± 7)-nm-thick Al film. A bare Al film
without protective layer was adopted as a reference.
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The measured spectral BRDF in the 45�, 0�: 45�, 180�
geometry and the spatial distribution at 555 nm for the
3-mm-thick PC substrates is depicted in Figs. 8a and
8b. The total reflectance measured with the HunterLab
spectrophotometer amounts to (85 ± 1) %, referred to
the sample without protective layer on top, (82 ± 1) %
for the specimen with the 35-nm-thick protective layer,
and (76 ± 1) % for the specimen with the 61-nm-thick
protective layer.

As expected, the protective layer affects the spatial
BRDF. The BRDF peak at 555 nm drops from 4732
sr�1 for the uncoated film to 4246 and 3340 sr�1 for the
samples covered by 35 and 61 nm of HMDSO,
respectively. Interestingly, a 35-nm-thick protective
layer yields the lowest signal for angles far from the
specular direction, while a thicker coating (61 nm)
introduces a broader angular dispersion. Summarizing,
the protective layer deposited on the Al film supported

by PC hampers the reflectance in the specular direc-
tion, while it introduces an angular spreading.

Data for the ABS substrates metallized with 115 nm
of Al and covered with different HMDSO films are
shown in Fig. 9. The bare Al film displays the largest
BRDF peak value at all wavelengths (Fig. 9a) while, at
variance with the PC samples case, the sample with an
intermediate protector layer thickness (35 nm) has the
lowest specular reflectance. Remarkably, the thickest
protective layer (61 nm) behaves like the bare alu-
minum at wavelengths below 430 nm, drastically
changing its trend for wavelengths greater than
430 nm, resembling the 35 nm HMDSO sample pro-
file. This is ascribed to the role of the CH species in
HMDSO, which is known to contribute with transition
lines at a wavelength of 430 nm.20,21 The contribution
of the CH species is also observed on PC substrates
(Fig. 8a), starting from 430 nm in the spectrum from
the 61 nm HMDSO covered sample. The different
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behavior in the two cases is ascribed to the diverse
interaction with the substrates. The angular spread is
weakly affected, as all three samples exhibit very
similar properties (Fig. 9b). The total reflectance
values range from (70 ± 1) % to (65 ± 1) % (the
higher the HMDSO thickness, the lower the reflec-
tance).

Quantitative analysis

The sample preparation process, described in the
‘‘Methods and materials’’ section, yields surfaces with
isotropic roughness, as demonstrated by AFM. More-
over, it became obvious from the BRDF data that
incident light is reflected within a narrow scattering
angle, which brings us to compare the samples with
perfect mirrors. These two observations lead us to
employ the empirical ABg model, which is widely used
in many fields,22,23 to fit the BRDF data.24 To analyze
the specimens with the ABg model, we switched to the
Harvey Shack representation; the most important
coordinate in this reference system is |b � b0|, which
is the difference between the projection of the
scattered beam (b = sinhscatter) and the projection of
the specular direction (b0 = sinhspecular) in the plane of
incidence. The ABg formula to fit the data is defined as

BRDF ¼ A

Bþ b� b0j jg

where the parameters (A, B, and g) used in this model
come from a rearrangement of the Harvey fitting
function.25 The BRDF spectra, taken at a fixed
wavelength of 555 nm, have been plotted in a log–log
graph with respect to (b � b0). As already discussed,
the substrates show small geometric deformations due
to the molding process of the supports. This, combined
with the finite size of the probe light beam (diame-
ter = 1.2 cm) and with the aperture size of the detector
(diameter = 1.5 cm), results in a region in which
specular reflections cannot be distinguished from small
angle scattered beams.26 For the model fitting proce-
dure, our interest is focused on the off-specular
component of the reflected beam (i.e., pure scattering
process component). In order to properly select the
region of interest, a scan of the incident beam has been
performed. This defines the angular region that must
be excluded during the fitting of the model. An
example of the data fitting to the ABg model is shown
in Fig. 10, putting in evidence that only the scattered
light region is taken into account (i.e., specular
reflection data are excluded).

Quantitative information on the morphological
properties can be obtained from the empirical ABg
model parameters. In particular, the reconstruction of
the BRDF function is attained by exploiting the fitted
parameters. Integration over the space yields the total
integrated scattering (TIS), defined as:

TIS¼
Z2p

us¼0

Zp=2

hs¼0

BRDF hi;ui;hs;us;kð Þsinhs coshsdhsdus

In our case, we calculated the TIS integral by
substituting the ABg expression for the BRDF and
operating a simple change of variable by expressing
b� b0j j in terms of hi, hs, us, yielding

TIS ¼
Z2p

us¼0

Zp=2

hs¼0

A

Bþ sin hs � sinusð Þ2þ sin hs � cos hs � sin hið Þ2
h ig=2

sin hs cos hsdhsdus

where integration is performed on the solid angle
excluding the reflection cone. In our case, the
wavelength of the incident light is greater than the
root-mean-square surface roughness (k > rms), which,
as shown by our AFM measurements, is isotropic.
These conditions fulfill the requirements to obtain the
surface roughness (r) from the TIS as

TIS ¼ 1� e�
4p cos hir

k

� �2

where hi is the incident beam angle with respect to the
normal of the sample, and k is the wavelength of the
incident light.27 We compared the roughness values
obtained from the BRDF measurements with the
corresponding values coming from the AFM experi-
ments and from the total reflectance measurements,
yielding remarkable agreement (Table 1 and Fig. 11).
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Fig. 10: Harvey Shack representation of the BRDF data
(blue dots), together with the best fit according to the ABg
model (red full line); the green dashed line represents the
measured incident beam, i.e., the angular region affected
by the finite size of both the light beam and detector
aperture size
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Best agreement is observed between the rms values
extracted from BRDF and AFM measurements, while
deviations are observed for the spectrophotometer
approach. This is ascribed in our case to the different
angle of incidence of the light adopted for the BRDF
and for spectrophotometer measurements (45� and 8�,
respectively), together with the long-range deforma-
tion of the substrate (stressed in Fig. 5). Interestingly,
the surface roughness results indicate that no influence
is induced by increasing the film thickness of both the
Al and HMDSO layers, while the main contribution
comes from the polymer type used as a substrate.
Specifically, the roughness values obtained on ABS-
based samples are always larger than those of the
corresponding PC-based heterostacks.

It has been shown that it is therefore possible to
determine the surface roughness of the samples by
means of a BRDF analysis based on the ABg model.

Concerning the trends, as reasonably expected, the
higher the surface roughness, the lower the specular
and the higher the off-specular BRDF values. When, as
stated before, this information is associated with the
fact that the roughness is mainly influenced by the
substrate type and not by the different metallization
treatments (Fig. 11), we conclude that films supported
by ABS act more as diffusers, while PC-based films
behave more mirror-like. The selection of the substrate
material has to be done according to the scope of the
reflector: if the purpose of the reflective component is
to spatially spread the light over a wider angular
interval, an ABS substrate could be envisaged. If the
main goal of the reflector is to focus light in a selected
direction, PC should be put forward. Optimal values
for the metallic film thickness were determined to
maximize the total integrated reflectance (81–115 nm
Al). For a thickness around 68 nm, the transmission
through the Al film affects the reflectance,28 while for
thicker films the accumulation of contaminants in the
deposition process may start to play a role, thus
decreasing the overall reflectance.29,30 Concerning the
HMDSO, its presence is mandatory to prevent the
sample from oxidation, even if it hampers the optical
properties of the metal, as shown in the literature.31

The 35 nm film performs better than the 61 nm one,
while still being sufficient for adequate protection,
which has been confirmed by internal validation tests
performed inside the company.

Conclusions

In this paper, we have gained deeper insight into the
optical properties of Al-coated thermoplastic polymer
surfaces. We found that the bare ABS substrate is
rougher than the PC one and observed that the actual
surface roughness of the multilayer coating is domi-
nated by the substrate material. Consequently, metallic
films grown on ABS act more as diffusers, while PC
substrates yield mirror-like characteristics. In an
applicative view, these differences already play a
relevant role in the choice of the proper substrate
material for each element of the reflective part of a car
head or rear lamp. As a function of the different
metallization layers, the BRDF analysis revealed small
spectral and angular distribution differences, so we
have been able to optimize the metallization process
parameters. More specifically, an Al coating of 80–
115 nm optimizes the surface reflectance. Regarding
the protective HMDSO layer, a 35-nm-thick film
proved to be the best solution to achieve the desired
optical properties and, simultaneously, prevents both
surface oxidation and possible mechanical damage.
Thicker coatings reduce the reflectance, affecting the
optical performance of the device. The BRDF and
total reflectance analysis performed within the ABg
framework provided the retrieval of quantitative
parameters that will allow modeling of the multilayer
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films in a simulation software to design and engineer
automotive lighting devices. The advantages of the
BRDF measurements over the total reflectance
approach consist of a more detailed geometrical
description of the off-specular scattered components
of beam, which turns out to be a key factor for the ray-
tracer simulations. As a perspective, the main message
to deliver is that the major role in light reflectance and
scattering of polymer-supported metallic films seems to
be played by the support composition and morphology,
rather than by the coating process or properties.
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